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Trade Winds Table Mat
By Connie Kauffman

14 1/4” x 14 1/4”
Materials:
Yardage:
Fabrics used are from Island Batik Trade Winds
Black batik
(SKU 111609071)
For binding

1/8 yd

Dark blue batik
(SKU 111620066)
Medium blue batik
(SKU 111618051)
Light blue batik
(SKU 111612065)

1/4 yd

Backing fabric
Batting
Black thread for quilting
Chalk marking tool

1/4 yd
1/8 yd

Cutting:

Cut 4 squares 2” x 2”
Cut 4 squares 3 1/2” x 3 1/2”
Cut 1 1/4” strips from remaining fabric to
make 58” length for single fold binding
Cut 5 squares 5 1/2” x 5 1/2”
Cut 4 squares 4 3/8” x 4 3/8”
Cut squares on the diagonal
Cut 8 squares 3 3/8”
Cut squares on the diagonal

1/2 yd
18” x 18”

Tools used to quilt this project:
Westalee Design Ruler Foot to suit your machine
Westalee Design 12” Arc Template (that comes with your Westalle Ruler Foot)
Westalee Design 4” Arc Template (that comes with the sample pack)
Westalle Design 2” Circle Template (that comes with the sample pack)
Assembly Instructions:
Take the four 2” black squares and mark a diagonal line from corner to corner.
Lay the four squares at each corner of a dark blue square as shown.
Sew on the marked lines.

Pg 2 Instructions for Trade Winds Table Mat
Press the black triangles to the corners and trim the underneath two layers of fabric to 1/4”.

Take a medium blue triangle and sew light triangles to either side as shown.
Make 8.

Sew two triangle sets together. Make 4.

Take the four 3 1/2” black squares and mark a diagonal line from corner to corner.
Lay the squares on the corners of the 5 1/2” dark blue squares, and sew on the
marked lines.
Press the triangles back and trim the fabric underneath to 1/4”. Make 4

Lay out the blocks and sew together into rows.
Sew the rows together.
Trim the corners as shown.

Pg 3 Instructions for Trade Winds Table Mat
Layer the backing face down, the batting and the quilt top face up.
Baste.
Quilting:
Using the straight edge of the 12” Arc template, mark diagonal and horizontal lines
on the center square.
Quilt the circle design using the marked guidelines. (see Westalee video for
guidance)
Use the 4” arc to quilt arcs in the light blue triangles.
Use the curved edge of the 12” arc to quilt the curved cross hatching in the medium
blue triangles.
Use the straight edge of the 12” Arc template to quilt two straight lines in dark blue
in the corner squares.
Finishing the quilt:
Trim the quilt, remove basting stitches and add the single fold binding.

